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Abstract
In this paper, we provide a formal framework for modeling the burden of persuasion in legal reasoning. The framework is
based on abstract argumentation, a frequently studied method of non-monotonic reasoning, and can be applied to different
argumentation semantics; it supports burdens of persuasion with arbitrary many levels, and allows for the placement of
a burden of persuasion on any subset of an argumentation framework’s arguments. Our framework can be considered
an extension of related works that raise questions on how burdens of persuasion should be handled in some conflict
scenarios that can be modeled with abstract argumentation. An open source software implementation of the introduced
formal notions is available as an extension of an argumentation reasoning library. A theoretical analysis shows that our
approach can be generalized to a novel method for the preference-based selection of extensions from argumentation
frameworks.

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, formal argumentation has emerged as a promising collection of methods for
reasoning under uncertainty [5]. A particularly relevant application domain that can benefit from
argumentation-based models of conflicts and contradictions is legal reasoning [12]. An important
notion in legal argumentation—but also in other domains in which an outcome has to be reached
under time and resource constraints, such as political debates—is the burden of persuasion [26].
By saying that an argument carries the burden of persuasion, we mean that the argument only is
relevant when it is convincing, i.e. when it overcomes all relevant objections against it. If this is
not the case, the argument has to be rejected for failing to meet its burden of persuasion. In an
argumentation-based theory, the burden of persuasion may be placed on some of the arguments
in the theory. Roughly speaking, if there are several conflicting conclusions (here and henceforth
referred to as extensions to align with formal argumentation terminology), we can build from the
theory (considering constraints imposed by a basic inference function), the burden of persuasion
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258 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

dictates that we must be less skeptical towards unburdened arguments than towards burdened ones.
If we are faced with conflicting extensions, one being only supported by burdened arguments and
one being only supported by unburdened arguments, we select the latter. Moreover, any successful
attacks against a burdened argument entail that the burdened argument is to be rejected.1 In a recent
paper, Calegari et al. present a model of the burden of persuasion that is based on a structured
argumentation approach [14]; in their paper, the authors highlight some limitations of their model,
such as the inability to meaningfully model burdened arguments that are part of cyclic structures.
This paper aims to address these limitations by introducing a model of the burden of persuasion that
only relies on abstract argumentation and supports any abstract argumentation framework (where the
burden of persuasion may be placed on any subset of the argumentation framework’s arguments), as
well as arbitrary many levels of burdens. From a purely technical perspective, the results provide a
novel approach to extension-selection in preference-based argumentation.

Let us introduce an example that gives an intuition of our approach.

EXAMPLE 1
Usually, patients have the burden of persuasion on the liability of medical doctors in order to be
compensated for the harm they suffered as a consequence of an unsuccessful treatment. This follows
from the general principle that the plaintiffs in a legal case should persuade the judge in order to
obtain a favorable decision. Should the outcome remain uncertain, their claim has to be rejected.
However, doctors do not have to pay compensation in case they were diligent in treating the patient
and the failure of the treatment was not due to incompetence or carelessness. The possibility of
doctors to avoid liability is limited by the fact that—at least in some legal systems—they have
the burden of persuasion with regard to their diligence. Their arguments to this effect must be
convincing. Otherwise, they will be rejected: in case uncertainty remains on whether they were
diligent or not, their liability will still be established. Note that this is a simplified representation of
the matter at stake, since other aspects of the case may have to be considered, such as the difficult or
extraordinary nature of the case of the patient.

Let us assume however, that under the given normative framework a patient asks for compensation,
so that arguments are developed for and against the doctor’s liability. The patient’s argument l for the
doctors’ liability is based on the fact that the doctor subjected him to an unsuccessful and harmful
therapy. Argument l is unburdened, as the the burden is placed on the doctor’s absence of liability, i.e.
the rejection of l. l is attacked by an expert witness in favor of the doctor, whose argument a claims
that the doctor was diligent, since the adopted therapy is successful in the vast majority of cases;
this was affirmed in a leading top scientific journal, the evidence of this journal being sufficient to
guarantee the truth of the claim. The patient’s expert witness attacks argument a through argument
b, according to which a therapy with a higher success rate is available. According to this witness,
the high success rate of the adopted treatment is insufficient to establish diligence, if an even more
effective treatment is state-of-the-art. The Court’s expert witness attacks argument b through one
further argument c, according to which the scientific evidence in favor of b is insufficient, being
based on a restricted set of the scientific literature. Finally, argument c is attacked by argument a,
which includes the claim that one single journal article was sufficient to establish a scientific claim;
we assume that c does not attack a because the Court’s expert witness has not claimed that relying
on a late-breaking research result is insufficient, whereas argument a has advanced a general claim
that leads to the emergence of the attack from a to c.

1Here, we assume a model where an argument is either burdened or unburdened.
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(a) AF.

l

a b

c
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FIGURE 1. We restrict AF′ to {l}, generating AF, to ref lect that the burden of persuasion rests on
the rejection of l. Then, we infer {l} from AF and check if we can infer an extension that entails {l}
from AF′. Since this is the case, we have to consider {l} as valid. In the example, arguments with a
gray background are unambiguously inferred; arguments with a white background and a solid border
may be inferred (are part of at least one extension, considering the burden of persuasion approach);
arguments with a dashed border are unambiguously rejected.

We end up with an argumentation framework—a tuple consisting of a set of arguments AR′ and a
set of attacks AT ′ ⊆ AR′ × AR′ (Figure 1)—as follows:

AF′ = (AR′, AT ′) = ({l, a, b, c}, {(a, c), (a, l), (b, a), (c, b)}).
Intuitively, it is not clear which of the arguments are valid in this framework, so that their

conclusion (extension) has to be endorsed, and in particular whether l is valid or not. As noted
above, the patient should have the burden of persuasion on liability, but the doctor has the burden of
persuasion on her diligence. We assume that it is uncontroversial that the patient has been harmed
by the wrong therapy: there is no doubt that the patient has satisfied his burden of persuasion on this
point. The issue is whether the doctor has satisfied her burden of persuasion relative to her diligence.
She has no benefit of doubt in this regard: in case doubts remain on her diligence, her argument has
to be rejected, and so her liability toward the patient will have to be established. The crucial point is
then to establish whether there is doubt about her diligence based on the cycle of arguments {a, b, c}.

Hence, we generate the following argumentation framework sequence from AF′: AFS =
〈AF, AF′〉, where AF = ({l}, {}); we call AF the restriction of AF′ to {l}. We first determine all
possible extensions of AF, and trivially, there is only one, which is {l}. Then, we determine all
extensions of AF′. Here, we have different options.

1. Assuming that the cycle of arguments ‘a attacks c attacks b attacks a’ is a self-contradiction,
we can say that the only extension is the empty set; the traditional abstract argumentation
semantics as introduced in Dung’s seminal paper [19] behave accordingly. However, from a
legal reasoning perspective, we need to employ a more credulous approach.

2. Again considering the cycle of arguments ‘a attacks c attacks b attacks c’ as a self-
contradiction, we can discard the arguments in this cycle, but then conclude that surely, l cannot
be rejected; the recently introduced weak admissibility-based argumentation semantics family
[10] formalizes this intuition, and allows us to again infer {l} as the only extension. This result
is aligned with common legal notions of the burden of persuasion in our case, because the
practitioner’s diligence is not beyond doubt.2

2For the sake of conciseness, we do not consider weak admissibility-based semantics in detail. However, let us claim that
the simple example AF = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)}) illustrates that all weak admissibility-based semantics as introduced
by Baumann et al. [10] may not be sufficiently credulous for many applications that require a model of the burden of
persuasion.
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260 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

3. We can assume that any of the arguments a, b or c could be part of an extension, but that
these three arguments are mutually exclusive, and hence infer that {a}, {b, l} and {c, l} are
extensions. This intuition is formalized (for example) by CF2 [7] and SCF2 [17] semantics;
not all extensions reject l; hence, the notion of the burden of persuasion constrains us to select
one of the extensions that entail l, i.e. either {b, l} or {c, l}. This means we have to accept l and
we conclude that the doctor has not successfully persuaded the court that she has acted without
negligence.

Let us highlight that our framework for modeling the burden of persuasion is not merely
determining whether a set of arguments is credulously accepted—whether it is entailed by at least
one extension—or skeptically accepted, i.e. whether it is entailed by all extensions. For this, we
introduce an additional example, which also illustrates how we can manage multiple levels of the
burden of persuasion.

EXAMPLE 2
Let us consider a criminal law scenario. Assume the prosecution has raised two claims against a
suspect in a homicide case: (i) that the suspect was at the scene of a crime around the time the crime
was committed, in which case he may be considered to be at least an accomplice in the homicide, and
(ii) that he had the knowledge and skills to handle the weapon that was used, in which case he could
also be considered the material author of the crime. With respect to (i), three witnesses—wa, wb, and
we—make mutually inconsistent claims: wa and wb claim they have seen the defendant at different
(mutually inconsistent) locations at the given time; the claims are denoted by arguments a and b,
respectively. we claims that the defendant was at the scene of the crime, denoted by argument e; a,
b and e attack each other. With respect to (ii), the defendant claims that he does not (and did not)
have the knowledge and skills to handle the weapon that was used (argument c), whereas another
witness claims the contrary (d). The arguments e and d are attacking the position of the defendant.
Consequently, they carry the highest level of burden. Argument c is produced by the defendant and
hence carries a higher level of burden than the arguments a and b that support the position of the
defendant, but are put forward by independent witnesses.

We can model the scenario as the following argumentation framework:

AF′′ = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b), (a, e), (b, a), (b, e), (c, d), (d, c), (e, a), (e, b)})
and the following burdens of persuasion: (i) a and b are unburdened; (ii) c is burdened with a ‘light-
weight’ level 1 burden; (iii) d and e are burdened with a ‘heavier’ level 2 burden. Let us assume a
credulous inference function allows for the following extensions3 (given only AF′′ and no burden of
persuasion model):

{a, c}, {a, d},
{b, c}, {b, d},
{e, c}, {e, d}.

We take a look at the unburdened arguments and their attacks among each other, which gives us the
argumentation framework AF = ({a, b}, {(a, b), (b, a)}). From AF, we can infer either {a} or {b}.

3In this example, the inferences we draw from the abstract argumentation frameworks coincide, e.g. with the extensions
(sets of arguments) returned by CF2 [7] and SCF2 [17] semantics.
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FIGURE 2. Multiple levels of burdens of persuasion.

This means that we need to consider all extensions that can be inferred from AF′′, given they entail
either {a} or {b}. We ‘filter’ the extensions accordingly and remain with the following sets4 :

{a, c}, {a, d},
{b, c}, {b, d}.

Now, we consider the arguments that carry the first-level burden of persuasion, i.e. {c} and AF′ =
({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a)}). Because of the unburdened arguments, we have to be able to infer either
{a} or {b}. But surely, we can allow for this inference and still guarantee that we can infer {c}: we
merely need to remove the extensions {a, d} and {b, d}:

{a, c}, {b, c}.
It follows that {a, c} and {b, c} are our final extensions; the arguments that carry the second-level
burden of persuasion—d and e—are rejected. No unambiguous conclusion can be reached, as our
final inference result is ‘either {a, c} or {b, c}’. However, in our legal reason scenario, the inference
results are sufficient to establish that the claims against the defendant cannot be upheld.

A software implementation of the formal burden of persuasion framework and semantics that we
introduce in this paper is available at https://git.io/JGueN.

Let us highlight that we do not provide examples that use structured argumentation for the sake
of simplicity, even though this may raise some questions about modeling decisions on abstract level:
generally, the examples are constructed to motivate the need for a generic approach to drawing
inferences from argumentation frameworks with burdened arguments and hence focus on particularly
intricate phenomena, such as the handling of odd loops or multiple levels of burden. Although we
expect that applications to legal reasoning make use of structured argumentation, we separate the
abstract-level challenges from structure-level concerns, which are addressed by other works. Indeed,
the approach we provide in this paper is motivated by some limitations of a similar method that has
its roots in structured argumentation [14, 16] and it is interoperable with structured argumentation
(see Section 7 for a detailed discussion).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides relevant theoretical preliminaries.
Then, Section 3 introduces our formal framework for modeling the burden of persuasion in
abstract argumentation. The suitability of applying different argumentation semantics, as well as
the relevance of skeptical acceptance are discussed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 then formally
analyze the introduced formal framework from the perspective of argumentation dynamics and
preference-based argumentation, respectively. Finally, Section 7 discusses the framework in the
context of related research on burdens of persuasion, before Section 8 concludes the paper. Note

4Let us note that there are some intricate details in the filtering approach that this example does not cover.
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262 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

that the paper revises and extends a shorter paper that has previously been disseminated in
conference proceedings [25]; in particular, this version contains additional legal reasoning examples
and provides a formal analysis of our burden of persuasion frameworks and semantics from the
perspective of argumentation dynamics and preference-based argumentation.

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces the preliminaries that our work is based upon, in particular abstract
argumentation and its semantics, as well as preference-based argumentation. Let us highlight that in
order to follow the paper, the reader does not need to understand the behavior of all of the introduced
semantics.

2.1 Abstract argumentation

The central notion this paper uses is Dung’s (abstract) argumentation framework [19]. An argumen-
tation framework AF is a tuple (AR, AT), such that AR is a set of arguments and AT is a set of attacks,
AT ⊆ AR × AR. We assume that the set of arguments in an argumentation framework is finite. For
(a, b) ∈ AT , we say that ‘a attacks b’. For S ⊆ AR, b ∈ S and a ∈ AR, iff (b, a) ∈ AT , we say that ‘S
attacks a’ and iff (a, b) ∈ AT , we say that ‘a attacks S’; we denote {a|a ∈ AR, a attacks S} by S− and
{b|b ∈ AR, S attacks b} by S+. For S ⊆ AR, P ⊆ AR such that ∃(a, b) ∈ AT , a ∈ S, b ∈ P, we say
that ‘S attacks P’. For S ⊆ AR, a ∈ AR, we say that ‘S defends a’ iff ∀b ∈ AR, such that b attacks a
it holds true that S attacks b.

Let us provide the definition of the restriction of an argumentation framework AF = (AR, AT) to
a set of arguments S ⊆ AR.

DEFINITION 1 (Restriction [7]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. Given a set S ⊆ AR, let AF ↓S be defined as
(S, AT ∩ S × S). We call AF ↓S the restriction of AF to S.

Let us introduce some properties of sets of arguments in an argumentation framework.

DEFINITION 2 (Conflict-free, Unattacked and Admissible Sets [4]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. A set S ⊆ AR:

• is conf lict-free iff �a, b ∈ S such that a attacks b;
• is unattacked iff �a ∈ AR \ S such that a attacks S;
• is admissible iff S is conflict-free and ∀a ∈ S, it holds true that S defends a.

An argumentation semantics σ takes an argumentation framework as its input and determines sets
of arguments (extensions) that can be considered valid conclusions. Dung’s seminal paper introduces
stable, preferred, complete and grounded argumentation semantics.

DEFINITION 3 (Stable, Preferred, Complete and Grounded Semantics [19]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. An admissible set S ⊆ AR is a:

• stable extension of AF iff S attacks each argument that does not belong to S. σst(AF) denotes
all stable extensions of AF.
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• preferred extension of AF iff S is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) admissible subset of AR.
σpr(AF) denotes all preferred extensions of AF.

• complete extension of AF iff each argument that is defended by S belongs to S. σco(AF) denotes
all complete extensions of AF.

• grounded extension of AF iff S is the minimal (w.r.t. set inclusion) complete extension of AF.
σgr(AF) denotes all grounded extensions of AF.

Given any argumentation semantics σ and any argumentation framework AF, we call a set S ∈
σ(AF) a σ -extension of AF. If and only if for every argumentation framework AF it holds true that
|σ(AF)| ≥ 1 we say that σ is universally defined; if and only if for every argumentation framework
AF it holds true that |σ(AF)| = 1 we say that σ is universally uniquely defined. Dung’s semantics
are all based on the notion of an admissible set. Later works introduce semantics based on naive
(⊆-maximal conflict-free) sets.

DEFINITION 4 (Naive and Stage Semantics [29]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let S ⊆ AR.

• S is a naive extension of AF iff S is a maximal conflict-free subset of AR w.r.t. set inclusion.
σnaive(AF) denotes all naive extensions of AF.

• S is a stage extension of AF iff S is conflict-free and S ∪ S+ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion, i.e.
�S′ ⊆ AR, such that S′ is a conflict-free set and S ∪ S+ ⊂ S′ ∪ S′+. σstage(AF) denotes all stage
extensions of AF.

Given an argumentation framework AF and an argumentation semantics σ , the skeptically
accepted set of arguments is the intersection of the σ -extensions of AF.

DEFINITION 5 (Skeptical Acceptance).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let σ be an argumentation semantics. We
call

⋂
E∈σ(AF) E the skeptically accepted set of arguments of AF given σ and denote it by σ∩(AF).

Let us introduce some preliminaries for so-called SCC-recursive semantics, starting with the
notion of a path between arguments.

DEFINITION 6 (Path between Arguments).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. A path from an argument a0 ∈ AR to another
argument an ∈ AR is a sequence of arguments Pa0,an = 〈a0, ..., an〉, such that for 0 ≤ i < n, ai
attacks ai+1.

Based on this definition, we can define the notion of reachability.

DEFINITION 7 (Reachability).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. We say that given two arguments a, b ∈ AR, ‘b
is reachable from a’ iff there exists a path Pa,b or a = b.

Based on the notion of reachability, we can define strongly connected components.

DEFINITION 8 (Strongly Connected Components (SCC)).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. S ⊆ AR is a strongly connected component of
AF iff ∀a, b ∈ S, a is reachable from b and b is reachable from a and �c ∈ AR \ S, such that a is
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reachable from c and c is reachable from a. Let us denote the strongly connected components of AF
by SCCS(AF).

Let us define a final preliminary for SCC-recursive semantics: the UP function.

DEFINITION 9 (UP [7]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E ⊆ AR, S ⊆ AR. We define
UPAF(S, E) = {a|a ∈ S, �b ∈ E \ S such that (b, a) ∈ AT}.

Now, we can introduce the SCC-recursive and naive set-based CF2 semantics.

DEFINITION 10 (CF2 Semantics [7]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E ⊆ AR. E is a CF2 extension of AF iff:

• E is a naive extension of AF if |SCCS(AF)| = 1;
• ∀S ∈ SCCS(AF), (E ∩ S) is a CF2 extension of AF ↓UPAF(S,E), otherwise.

σCF2(AF)denotes all CF2 extensions of AF.

To give a rough intuition of how SCC-recursive semantics (and in particular: CF2 semantics)
work, let us introduce an example.

EXAMPLE 3
Consider AF = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (a, c), (b, c)}). We have two SCCs: {a, b} and {c}. Colloqui-
ally speaking, we traverse the SCC graph, starting with unattacked (‘top-level’) SCCs: first, we take
the top-level SCC {a, b} and determine σnaive(AF ↓{a,b}) = {{a}, {b}}. Then, ∀E ∈ {{a}, {b}}, we
determine UPAF(S, E), where S = {c}, because {c} is the ‘next’ and only remaining SCC. Because
UPAF({c}, {a}) = UPAF({c}, {b}) = {} and σnaive(({}, {})) = {{}}, we remain with {a} and {b} as our
CF2 extensions.

Stage2 is an SCC-recursive semantics that has been introduced to address some shortcomings
of CF2 semantics, notably unintuitive behavior when resolving even-length cycles of length ≥ 6,
roughly speaking (see Example 4, argumentation framework AF∗∗).

DEFINITION 11 (Stage2 Semantics [20]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E ⊆ AR. E is a stage2 extension of AF
iff:

• E is a stage extension of AF if |SCCS(AF)| = 1;
• ∀S ∈ SCCS(AF), (E ∩ S) is a stage2 extension of AF ↓UPAF(S,E), otherwise.

σstage2(AF)denotes all stage2 extensions of AF.

Another ‘CF2 improvement attempt’ is made by Cramer’s and Van der Torre’s SCF2 semantics
[17]. The authors start by defining a notion that ignores self-attacking arguments.

DEFINITION 12 (nsa(AF) [17]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. We define nsa(AF) = AF ↓{a|a∈AR and (a,a) �∈AT}.
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Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation 265

Based on this notion, Cramer and Van der Torre introduce nsa(CF2) semantics as an intermediate
step on the way to SCF2 semantics.

DEFINITION 13 (nsa(CF2) Semantics [17]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. A set E ⊆ AR is an nsa(CF2)-extension of AF
iff E ∈ σCF2(nsa(AF)). σnsa(CF2)(AF) denotes all nsa(CF2) extensions of AF.

This approach fixes some issues with CF2 semantics and self-attacking arguments. To tackle the
problem with even-length cycles, we need to define some preliminaries.

DEFINITION 14 (Attack Cycles).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. An attack cycle C is a sequence of arguments
〈a0, ..., an〉 where (ai, ai+1) ∈ AT for 0 ≤ i < n and aj �= ak for 0 ≤ j < k < n, and where a0 = an.
An attack cycle is odd iff n is odd and even iff n is even.

Cramer and Van der Torre introduce a specific property to describe how a CF2-like semantics
should ideally behave in the case of even cycles that are not ‘affected’ by odd cycles, roughly
speaking.

DEFINITION 15 (Strong Completeness Outside Odd Cycles (Set) [17]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. A set S ⊆ AR is strongly complete outside odd
cycles iff ∀a ∈ AR, if no argument in {a} ∪ {a}− is in an odd attack cycle and S ∩ {a}− = {} then
a ∈ S.

To systematically analyze argumentation semantics, a range of formal argumentation principles
have been defined [6, 28]. Cramer and Van der Torre turn the strong completeness outside odd cycles
property into a principle to ‘catch’ unintuitive CF2 behavior.

DEFINITION 16 (Strong Completeness Outside Odd Cycles (SCOOC Principle) [17]).
An argumentation semantics σ is Strongly Complete Outside Odd Cycles (SCOOC) iff for every
argumentation framework AF, ∀E ∈ σ(AF), E is strongly complete outside odd cycles.

Based on this principle and the notion of nsa(CF2) semantics, SCF2 semantics is defined.

DEFINITION 17 (SCF2 Semantics [17]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E be a set such that E ⊆ AR. E is an
SCF2 extension iff:

• E is a naive extension of nsa(AF) and E is strongly complete outside odd cycles if
|SCCS(nsa(AF))| = 1;

• ∀S ∈ SCCS(nsa(AF)), (E ∩ S) is an SCF2 extension of AF ↓UPnsa(AF)(S,E), otherwise.

σSCF2(AF)denotes all SCF2 extensions of AF.

Let us introduce some examples that illustrate the behaviors of—and highlights the difference
between—stage, CF2, stage2 and SCF2 semantics. However, let us note that a detailed explanation
of the semantics is beyond the scope of this paper and the reader may consult the original works
instead.
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TABLE 1. Differences between stage, CF2, stage2 and SCF2 semantics (examples)

σ / AF stage CF2 stage2 SCF2

AF′ {a}, {b} {a} {a} {a}
AF′′ {a} {a}, {b}, {c} {a} {a}, {b}, {c}
AF∗ {a}, {b} {a}, {b} {a}, {b} {a}
AF∗∗ {a, c, e}, {b, d, f } {a, c, e}, {b, d, f } {a, c, e}, {b, d, f } {a, c, e}, {b, d, f }

{a, d}, {b, e}, {c, f }

a b

c

(a) AF .

a b

c

(b) AF .

a b

c

(c) AF*.

a b c

def

(d) AF**.

FIGURE 3. Examples that highlight the differences between stage, CF2, stage2 and SCF2 semantics,
see Table 1.

EXAMPLE 4
Let us consider the following argumentation frameworks (Figure 3):

• AF′ = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, c)});
• AF′′ = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, a)});
• AF∗ = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a), (c, c)});
• AF∗∗ = ({a, b, c, d, e, f }, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e, f ), (f , a)}).
Table 1 displays the extensions stage, CF2, stage2 and SCF2 semantics yield for these argumen-

tation frameworks.

Recently, weak admissibility-based semantics have been defined, which are based on a relaxation
of admissibility.5

To introduce this semantics family, we need to provide some preliminaries. Given an argumenta-
tion framework and a subset E of its arguments, an E-reduct restricts the argumentation framework
to the arguments that are neither in E nor attacked by E.

5The underlying formal notion was first defined by Kakas and Mancarella [23].
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DEFINITION 18 (E-Reduct [10]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E ⊆ AR. The E-reduct of AF is the
argumentation framework AFE = AF ↓E∗ , where E∗ = AR \ (E ∪ {a|a ∈ AR, E attacks a}).

A weakly admissible set E is a set of arguments that is conflict-free and defends itself against all
attackers that appear in a weakly admissible set of the corresponding argumentation framework’s
E-reduct.

DEFINITION 19 (Weak Admissibility [10]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. E ⊆ AR is weakly admissible in AF, denoted
by E ∈ adw(AF), iff E is conflict-free and ∀a ∈ AR, such that a attacks E it holds true that a �∈⋃

S S ∈ adw(AFE).

Based on weak admissibility, we can define the notion of weak defense.

DEFINITION 20 (Weak Defense [10]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework and let E, S ⊆ AR. E weakly defends S iff
∀a ∈ AR, such that a attacks S the following statement holds true:

E attacks a or(
a �∈

⋃
S

S ∈ adw(AFE), a �∈ E and S ⊆ S′ ∈ adw(AF)
)

.

Roughly speaking, weakly preferred, weakly complete and weakly grounded semantics are the
weak admissibility-based counterparts to preferred, complete and grounded semantics.

DEFINITION 21 (Weakly Preferred, Weakly Complete and Weakly Grounded Semantics and
Extensions [10]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) be an argumentation framework. E ⊆ AR is a:

• weakly preferred extension of AF iff E is ⊆-maximal in adw(AF). Weakly preferred semantics
σwp(AF) denotes all weakly preferred extensions of AF.

• weakly complete extension of AF iff E ∈ adw(F) and for any set S, such that E ⊆ S and S is
weakly defended by E, it holds true that S ⊆ E. Weakly complete semantics σwc(AF) denotes
all weakly complete extensions of AF.

• weakly grounded extension of AF iff E is ⊆-minimal in σwc(AF). Weakly grounded semantics
σwg(AF) denotes all weakly grounded extensions of AF.

Let us introduce an example that illustrates the differences between weakly preferred, weakly
complete and weakly grounded extensions.

EXAMPLE 5
Consider the argumentation framework AF = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b),
(b, c), (c, a), (c, d), (d, e), (e, d)}) (Figure 4). The framework yields the following extensions:

• σwp(AF) = {{e}, {d}};
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a

b c d

e

FIGURE 4. Differences between weak admissibility-based semantics.

• σwc(AF) = {{}, {e}, {d}};
• σwg(AF) = {{}}.

Argumentation principles that are relevant in the context of this paper are the (weak) admissibility
and naivety principles.

DEFINITION 22 ((Weak) Admissibility and Naivety Principles [10, 28]).
Let σ be an argumentation semantics.

• σ satisfies the admissibility principle iff for every argumentation framework AF = (AR, AT),
∀E ∈ σ(AF), E is an admissible set (in AF).

• σ satisfies the weak admissibility principle iff for every argumentation framework AF =
(AR, AT), ∀E ∈ σ(AF), E is a weakly admissible set (in AF).

• σ satisfies the naivety principle iff for every argumentation framework AF = (AR, AT), ∀E ∈
σ(AF), E is a maximal conflict-free subset (w.r.t. set inclusion) of AR (in AF).

Each of these three principles ‘covers’ a semantics family (see [28] and [10]):

• Stable, preferred, complete and grounded semantics satisfy admissibility, i.e. these semantics
are part of the admissibility-based semantics family.

• Weakly stable, weakly preferred, weakly complete and weakly grounded semantics satisfy weak
admissibility, i.e. these semantics are part of the weak admissibility-based semantics family.

• Naive, stage, CF2, stage2, nsa(CF2) and SCF2 semantics satisfy naivety, i.e. these semantics
are part of the naive set-based semantics family.

Combined, the three semantics families include all semantics that are defined in Section 2, as well
as all semantics that are typically surveyed in the literature [4, 28].

To model change in argumentation frameworks (argumentation dynamics), Baumann and Brewka
introduce the notion of argumentation framework expansions.

DEFINITION 23 ((Normal) Expansions and Expansion Chains [9]).
Let AF = (AR, AT) and AF′ = (AR′, AT ′) be argumentation frameworks.

• AF′ is an expansion of AF, denoted by AF � AF′, iff AR ⊆ AR′ and AT ⊆ AT ′.
• AF′ is a normal expansion of AF, denoted by AF �N AF′, iff AF � AF′ and (AT ′ \ AT) ∩

(AR × AR) = ∅.

A sequence of argumentation frameworks 〈AF0, ..., AFn〉 is an expansion chain iff for 0 ≤ i < n it
holds true that AFi �N AFi+1.
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a
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(a) AF.

a
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(b) AF .
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c

(c) AF .

FIGURE 5. Expansions and normal expansions: AF � AF′ and AF �N AF′; AF � AF′′ but
AF ��N AF′; AF′ � AF′′ but AF′ ��N AF′′.

Intuitively, an expansion adds new arguments or attacks to an argumentation framework, but does
not remove any arguments or attacks; a normal expansion is an expansion that does not add attacks
between existing arguments, i.e. each new attack must originate from or attack a new argument.
While our formal framework does not rely on expansions or normal expansions, these notions can
be used to establish the connection between our work and the research direction of dynamics in
formal argumentation (see Section 5).

Let us introduce an example that illustrates the differences between expansions and normal
expansions.

EXAMPLE 6
Consider the following argumentation frameworks (Figure 5):

• AF = (AR, AT) = ({a, b}, {(a, b)});
• AF′ = (AR′, AT ′) = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)});
• AF′′ = (AR′′, AT ′′) = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, a)}).

AF′is an expansion of AF (AF � AF′) because AR ⊆ AR′ and AT ⊆ AT ′, and AF′ is also a normal
expansion of AF (AF �N AF′) because in addition, (AT ′ \ AT) ∩ (AR × AR) = ∅. AF′′ is an
expansion of AF (AF � AF′′) because AR ⊆ AR′′ and AT ⊆ AT ′′, but not a normal expansion of AF
(AF ��N AF′′), because (AT ′′ \ AT) ∩ (AR × AR) = {(b, a)}. Analogously, it holds that AF′ � AF′′,
but AF′ ��N AF′′.

2.2 Preference-based Argumentation

Amgoud and Cayrol extend abstract argumentation frameworks to support the modeling of a
preference relation on an argumentation framework’s set of arguments.

DEFINITION 24 (Preference-based Argumentation Framework [1]).
A Preference-based Argumentation Framework (PAF) is a triple AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ), where AR
is a set of arguments AT ⊆ AR × AR (‘attacks’), and Pref is a preorder (a ref lexive and transitive)
binary relation on AR.

Given a PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) and two arguments a, b ∈ AR, we denote (a, b) ∈ Pref by
a � b (in AFP) and ((a, b) ∈ Pref and (b, a) �∈ Pref ) by a � b (in AFP); given a � b we say that ‘a
is preferred over b’, and given a � b we say that ‘a is strictly preferred over b’. Recall that because
Pref is ref lexive and transitive for x, y, z it holds true that (i) x � x; (ii) if x � y and y � z then x � z.
Note that henceforth, we assume ref lexivity without explicitly modeling it.
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FIGURE 6. Examples: extension-selecting approaches to preference-based argumentation.

In initial approaches to preference-based argumentation, inferences are drawn by considering an
attack from an argument a to an argument b as unsuccessful if b is strictly preferred over a (roughly
speaking). This has an obvious impact on the interpretation of conflicts and can notably lead to
the inference of extensions that are not conflict-free. In the context of our work, approaches are
more relevant that use preferences to instead select some of the extensions an abstract argumentation
semantics returns for a given argumentation framework.

DEFINITION 25 (Extension-Selection in Preference-based Argumentation [2, 22]).
Let AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) be a PAF, let A ⊆ 2AR, let E, E′ ∈ A and let σ be an argumentation
semantics. Given AFP and A we say that:

• ‘E is at least as good as E′’ iff ∀a, b ∈ AR, it does not hold true that a � b and a ∈ E′ \ E
and b ∈ E \ E′; we say that ‘E is better than E′’ iff E is at least as good as E′ and E′ is not at
least as good as E; we say that ‘E is best among A’ iff �E′′ ∈ A such that E′′ is better than E.
σP,best(AFP) denotes the best extensions among σ((AR, AT)) given Pref .

• ‘E is at least as democratic as E′’ iff ∀b ∈ E′ \ E, ∃a ∈ E \ E′, such that a � b; we say that ‘E is
more democratic than E′’ iff E is at least as democratic as E′ and E′ is not at least as democratic
as E; we say that ‘E is most democratic among A’ iff �E′′ ∈ A such that E′′ is more democratic
than E. σP,dem(AFP) denotes the most democratic extensions among σ((AR, AT)) given Pref .

• ‘E is at least as elitist as E′’ iff ∀a ∈ E \ E′, ∃b ∈ E′ \ E, such that a � b; we say that ‘E is more
elitist than E′’ iff E is at least as elitist as E′ and E′ is not at least as elitist as E; we say that ‘E
is most elitist among A’ iff �E′′ ∈ A such that E′′ is more elitist than E. σP,el(AFP) denotes the
most elitist extensions among σ((AR, AT)) given Pref .

Note that we have aligned the notations of the approaches by Kaci et al. and Amgoud and Vesic
to facilitate comparability. The example below illustrates how the extension-selection approaches to
preference-based argumentation work.

EXAMPLE 7
Consider the PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) = ({a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, a),
(a, c), (b, d)}, {a � b, a � c, a � d, b � d, b � c}) (see Figure 6a for the argumentation graph) and
complete semantics σco. σco((AR, AT)) = {{}, {a, d}, {b, c}}.

Using the extension-selection approaches, we can infer the following extensions from AFP:

• σ
P,best
co (AFP) = {{}, {a, d}, {b, c}}. Note that {} is an extension because there exists no argument

b′ in {}, such that there exists an argument a′ in any E ∈ σco((AR, AT)) and a′ � b′;
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• σ
P,dem
co (AFP) = {{a, d}}. Intuitively, the empty set is the least democratic among the complete

extensions and {a, d} is more democratic than {b, c} because a � b and a � c;
• σ

P,el
co (AFP) = {{}}. Somewhat counter-intuitively, only {} is most elitist: the elitist condition

applies the universal quantifier on the empty set, thus trivially satisfying the condition;
conversely, for {a, d} and {b, c} the existential quantification of the condition is not satisfied
because it must be applied to the empty set (roughly speaking).

For an example that does not depend on the empty set ‘edge case’ and that highlights the
difference between σP,dem and σP,el on the one hand and σP,best on the other, consider the PAF
AF′

P = (AR′, AT ′, Pref ′) = ({a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, c),
(c, d), (d, a)}, {a � b}) (see Figure 6b for the argumentation graph) and preferred semantics. Note
that σpr(AR′, AT ′) = {{a, c}, {b, d}}. a is strictly preferred over b and this is the only established
preference. But neither every argument in {a, c} is strictly preferred over at least one argument
in {b, d} (or vice versa) nor for every argument a′ in {b, d}, there is an argument in {a, c} that
is strictly preferred over a′. Hence, we have σ

P,dem
co (AF′

P) = σ
P,el
co (AF′

P) = {{a, c}, {b, d}} but

σ
P,best
co (AFP) = {{a, c}}.

3 Burden of Persuasion Frameworks

In this section, we introduce our formal framework for modeling burdens of persuasion in abstract
argumentation.

DEFINITION 26 (Burden of Persuasion Framework (BPF)).
A Burden of Persuasion Framework (BPF) is a tuple AFBP = (ARS, AT), where:

• ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉 and each Si, 0 ≤ i ≤ n is a non-empty set of arguments, such that for each
Sj, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, i �= j, it holds true that Si ∩ Sj = {};

• We denote
⋃

0≤k≤n Sk by ARGS(ARS);
• AT ⊆ ARGS(ARS) × ARGS(ARS).

We assume that given a BPF AFBPF(ARS, AT), ARGS(ARS) is finite. Let us introduce some short-
hand notation that makes it easier to work with BPFs.

DEFINITION 27 (BPF Short-hand Notation).
Let AFBP = (ARS, AT) be a BPF, such that ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉. Given 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we denote⋃

0≤j≤i Sj by ARi and (ARi, AT ∩ (ARi × ARi)) by AFi. Also, for any AFBP = (ARS, AT), such that
ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉, we denote:

AFBP−1 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

AFBP if n = 0;

(〈S0 ∪ Sn〉, AT) if n = 1;

(〈S0, ..., Sn−2, Sn−1 ∪ Sn〉, AT) otherwise.

For a set of arguments S ⊆ S0, we say that S is unburdened, and for any argument a ∈ S0, we say
that a is unburdened. For a set of arguments S′ ⊆ Sk , 0 < k ≤ n, we say that S′ is burdened or that
S′ is level k-burdened, and for an argument a′ ∈ Sk , we say that a′ is burdened or that a′ is level
k-burdened.
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FIGURE 7. AF′ = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(d, a), (d, e), (e, b), (e, c), (e, d)}). ⊆-maximal monotonic exten-
sions of σpr(AF′) w.r.t. {{a, b, c}}: {a, e} and {b, c, d}.

Let us introduce an example of a BPF.

EXAMPLE 8
Consider Example 2. When modeling the argumentation frameworks that we have in the example as
a BPF, we get:

• AFBP = (〈{a, b}, {c}, {d, e}〉, {(a, b), (a, e), (b, a), (b, e), (c, d), (d, c),
(e, a), (e, b)});

• AF2 = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b), (a, e), (b, a), (b, e), (c, d), (d, c), (e, a), (e, b)});
• AF1 = ({a, b, c}, {a, b), (b, a)});
• AF0 = ({a, b}, {(a, b), (b, a)});
• AFBP−1 = (〈{a, b}, {c, d, e}〉, {(a, b), (a, e), (b, a), (b, e), (c, d), (d, c), (e, a), (e, b)}).
The set of arguments {a, b} is unburdened, {c} is level 1-burdened and {d, e} is level 2-burdened.

Before we can define a way to determine the extensions of BPFs, let us introduce the notion of
⊆-maximal monotonic extensions.

DEFINITION 28 (⊆-Maximal Monotonic Extensions).
Let AR and A be finite sets of arguments (extensions) and let EXTS ⊆ 2AR and ES ⊆ 2A. We
define the ⊆-maximal monotonic extensions of EXTS w.r.t. ES, denoted by EXTS⊆−max

mon (EXTS, ES),
as follows:

EXTS⊆−max
mon (EXTS, ES) =
{E|E ∈ EXTS, ∃S ∈ ES such that �E′ ∈ EXTS, E ∩ S ⊂ E′ ∩ S}.

Let us highlight that the notion of ⊆-maximal monotonic extensions is purposefully different
from the cardinality-based monotony measure and optimization approach [24] that we have
recently introduced. Colloquially speaking, we can say that the ⊆-maximal approach is more
credulous. As an example, consider the argumentation frameworks AF = ({a, b, c}, {}) and AF′ =
({a, b, c, d, e}, {(d, a), (d, e), (e, b), (e, c), (e, d)}) (Figure 7) and preferred semantics.

σpr(AF) = {{a, b, c}} and σpr(AF′) = {{a, e}, {b, c, d}, }; the only cardinality-maximal monotonic
extension of σpr(AF′) w.r.t. σpr(AF) is {b, c, d}, whereas we have two ⊆-maximal monotonic
extensions of σpr(AF′) w.r.t. {{a, b, c}}, i.e. {a, e} and {b, c, d}. Hence, ⊆-maximal monotonic
extensions are better aligned with the notion of the burden of persuasion in legal reasoning:
intuitively, we cannot eliminate doubt in this abstract scenario.

However, we want to avoid the inclusion of extensions that are not Pareto optimal. Let us provide
an example to illustrate this problem.
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EXAMPLE 9
Consider EXTS = {{a, b}, {}} and ES = {{a}, {c}}. EXTS⊆−max

mon (EXTS, ES) = {{a, b}, {}}:
• For E := {a, b}, for every S ∈ ES it holds that {a, b} ∩ S �⊂ {} ∩ S and hence {a, b} ∈

EXTS⊆−max
mon (EXTS, ES).

• For E := {}, for S := {c} it holds that {}∩S �⊂ {a, b}∩S and hence {} ∈ EXTS⊆−max
mon (EXTS, ES).

However, intuitively, it makes sense to ‘drop’ {}, because its absence does not affect the fact that c
is not entailed by any set of arguments in EXTS, but its presence implies that we may select a set of
arguments from EXTS that does not entail a.

To address this issue, we define Pareto optimal ⊆-maximal monotonic extensions.

DEFINITION 29 (Pareto Optimal ⊆-Maximal Monotonic Extensions).
Let AR and A be finite sets of arguments (extensions), let EXTS ⊆ 2AR and ES ⊆ 2A.
We define the Pareto optimal ⊆-maximal monotonic extensions of EXTS w.r.t. ES, denoted by
EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES), as follows:

EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(EXTS, ES) = {

E|E ∈ EXTS and

�E′ ∈ EXTS such that(∀S ∈ ES, S ∩ E ⊆ S ∩ E′︸ ︷︷ ︸
For every S in ES, E′entails all arguments in S that E entails.

and ∃S′ ∈ ES such that S′ ∩ E ⊂ S′ ∩ E′︸ ︷︷ ︸
But for at least one S′ in ES, E′ entails strictly more arguments in S′than E.

)}
Let us continue the previous example to illustrate the difference between the previous two

definitions.

EXAMPLE 10
Consider again EXTS = {{a, b}, {}} and ES = {{a}, {c}}. EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES) = {{a, b}}:
• For E := {}, we have {a, b} ∈ EXTS such that ∀S ∈ ES it holds that S ∩ E ⊆ S ∩ {a, b} and also

for {a} ∈ ES it holds that {a} ∩ {} ⊂ {a} ∩ {a, b}. Hence, {} �∈ EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(EXTS, ES).

• For E := {a, b}, we have—in contrast—no E′ ∈ EXTS such that ∃S′ ∈ ES such that S′ ∩ E ⊂
S′ ∩ E′ and hence {a, b} ∈ EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES).

For further illustration purposes, let us showcase the approach using another example (where
EXTS⊆−max

po−mon and EXTS⊆−max
mon happen to coincide).

EXAMPLE 11
Let us again consider the initial extensions ES = {{a, b, c}} and the inference update after expansion
EXT = {{a, e}, {b, c, d}} (analogous to the example we have in Figure 7). EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES) =
{{a, e}, {b, c, d}}; we observe that the only S ∈ ES is {a, b, c}. Note that {a, b, c} ∩ {a, e} = {a} and
{a, b, c} ∩ {b, c, d} = {b, c}. Now consider:

• E := {a, e}. We have no E′ ∈ {{b, c, d}, {a, e}} such that {a, b, c} ∩ {a, e} ⊂ {a, b, c} ∩ E′ and
hence E ∈ EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES);
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FIGURE 8. Example: given AFBP = (〈{a, b}, {c, d, e}, {f }〉, {(a, c), (a, e), (c, d), (d, b), (d, f ), (e, a),
(e, c), (f , b), (f , d)}), the figure depicts AF0, AF1 and AF2.

• E := {b, c, d}. We have no E′ ∈ {{b, c, d}, {a, e}} such that {a, b, c} ∩ {b, c, d} ⊂ {a, b, c} ∩ E′
and hence E ∈ EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS, ES).

Now, let us define a way to determine the extensions of a BPF, given any universally defined
argumentation semantics.

DEFINITION 30 (BP Semantics and Extensions).
Let AFBP = (ARS, AT) be a BPF, such that ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉, and let σ be an argumentation
semantics. We define the σ -extensions of AFBP as returned by the BP semantics σBP, denoted by
σBP(AFBP), as follows:

σBP(AFBP) ={
σ(AF0) if n = 0;

EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ

BP(AFBP−1), σ(AF0) ∪ ... ∪ σ(AFn−1)) otherwise.

Let us provide an example of how BPF extensions are determined.

EXAMPLE 12
Consider the BPF AFBP = (ARS, AT) = (〈{a, b}, {c, d, e}, {f }〉,
{(a, c), (a, e), (c, d), (d, b), (d, f ), (e, a), (e, c), (f , b), (f , d)}). Let us assume we apply SCF2 seman-
tics6 and first provide an intuition that strays from the recursive definition (Definition 30). Based on
AFBP, we generate the following argumentation frameworks:

• AF0 = ({a, b}, {});
• AF1 = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, c), (a, e), (c, d), (d, b), (e, a), (e, c)});
• AF2 = ({a, b, c, d, e, f }, {(a, c), (a, e), (c, d), (d, b), (d, f ), (e, a), (e, c), (f , b),

(f , d)}).
Figure 8 depicts AF0, AF1 and AF2. Then, we determine the CF2 extensions of AF2 and AF0:

• σSCF2(AF2) = {{a, d}, {a, f }, {e, d}, {e, f }};
• σSCF2(AF0) = {{a, b}}.

6Let us note that for this BPF, applying preferred semantics would not make a difference at any of the steps that follow.
This may help the reader follow along.
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FIGURE 9. Differences between semantics families, by example.

EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σSCF2(AF2), σSCF2(AF0)) = {{a, d}, {a, f }}. Next, we determine the SCF2 extensions

of AF1: σSCF2(AF1) = {{a, d}, {e, d}}. EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σSCF2(AF2), σSCF2(AF0) ∪ σSCF2(AF1)) =

{{a, d}}; hence our final result is σBP
SCF2(AFBP) = {{a, d}}.

Following the recursive definition (Definition 30), we proceed as follows.

1. σBP
SCF2(AFBP) = EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(σ
BP
SCF2(AFBP−1), σSCF2(AF0) ∪ σSCF2(AF1));

2. AFBP−1 = (〈{a, b}, {c, d, e, f }〉, AT);

3. σBP
SCF2(AFBP−1) = EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(σ
BP
SCF2(AF(BP−1)−1), σSCF2(AF0));

4. AF(BP−1)−1 = (〈{a, b, c, d, e, f }〉, AT);

5. σBP
SCF2(AF(BP−1)−1) = σSCF2(AF2) = {{a, d}, {a, f }, {e, d}, {e, f }};

6. σSCF2(AF0) = {{a, b}};
7. σBP

SCF2(AFBP−1) = EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ

BP
SCF2(AF(BP−1)−1), σSCF2(AF0)) =

{{a, d}, {a, f }};
8. σBP

SCF2(AFBP) = EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ

BP
SCF2(AFBP−1), σSCF2(AF0) ∪ σSCF2(AF1))

= EXTS⊆−max
po−mon({{a, d}, {a, f }}, {{a, b}} ∪ {{a, d}, {e, d}}) = {{a, d}}.

We can show that given an argumentation semantics σ that is universally defined, the correspond-
ing BPF semantics σBP is universally defined as well.

PROPOSITION 1
Let σ be an argumentation semantics. If σ is universally defined then σBP is universally defined.

Similarly, given an argumentation semantics σ that is universally uniquely defined, the corre-
sponding BP semantics σBP is universally uniquely defined.

PROPOSITION 2
Let σ be an argumentation semantics. If σ is universally uniquely defined then σBP is universally
uniquely defined.

We provide the proofs in the Appendix. From the proof of Proposition 3 it can be verified that
for every universally uniquely defined argumentation semantics σ , for every burden of persuasion
framework AFBP = (〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT) it holds true that σBP(AFBP) = σ(AFn). We call any
argumentation semantics for which this condition holds true burden agnostic—every universally
uniquely defined argumentation semantics is burden agnostic and for burden agnostic semantics, it
does not make sense to construct burden of persuasion frameworks.
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276 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

Let us highlight that we have implemented the formal framework that is presented in this section
as part of a Java-based argumentation reasoning library that is based on the Tweety project’s
abstract argumentation capabilities [27]. To keep the scope of this paper as general as possible,
we abstain from providing any implementation details. Instead, we make the source code of the
library, alongside with Application Programming Interface (API) documentation and comprehensive
examples, available at https://git.io/JGueN.

4 Semantics Selection and Skeptical Acceptance

The formal framework we have introduced in the previous section can be applied together with
any universally defined argumentation semantics (see Proposition 3).7 To analyze the feasibility of
different argumentation semantics in the context of our framework, let us first give an overview
of the three main abstract argumentation semantics families, using the argumentation framework
AF = ({a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a), (a, d)}) (depicted by Figure 9) as an example that highlights
key differences.8

Admissibility-based semantics. The four argumentation semantics (stable, complete, preferred and
grounded, see Definition 3) that Dung introduces in his seminal paper all satisfy the principle of
admissibility (see Definition 22): any extension such a semantics yields must be an admissible set.
Considering the example argumentation framework AF, the only set in 2AR that is admissible is {}.
Hence, we suggest that typically, admissibility-based semantics are too skeptical to be useful when
applied to burden of persuasion frameworks. In the example, no matter where we place burdens of
persuasion, we always have to infer the empty set. In case this skepticism is considered adequate in
face of odd cycles, users may consider applying a universally defined admissibility-based semantics
that is relatively credulous, such as preferred or complete semantics and should then consider
ignoring self-attacking arguments (or abstaining from constructing argumentation frameworks that
contain self-attacking arguments). However, let us note that even then, applying weak admissibility-
based semantics (see below) may be more suitable.
Weak admissibility-based semantics. Baumann et al. introduce the weak admissibility-based
semantics family [10] to address a long-standing problem with admissibility-based semantics that
Dung observes in his seminal paper. Consider the example argumentation framework AF, or
the even simpler framework AF′ = ({a, d}, {(a, a), (a, d)}) and assume that an argument that—
roughly speaking—defeats itself should be rejected (which is, arguably, an intuition that motivates
admissibility). According to this assumption, we want to reject a when considering AF′, and a, b and
c, when considering AF. Consequently, we should, for sure, be able to infer d from AF (and AF′).
Weak admissibility-based semantics achieve this behavior by systematically relaxing admissibility.
The application of weak admissibility-based semantics may be useful in the context of burden of
persuasion frameworks, given we want to ensure skepticism in face of odd cycles.
Naive set-based semantics. Naive set-based semantics, as initially introduced by Verheij [29]
form the most credulous of the three semantics families; the naivety principle (see Definition 22)
merely requires that every extension a semantics infers is a ⊆-maximal conflict-free (naive) set.

7However, it does not make sense to apply the approach using universally uniquely defined semantics, see the previous
section.

8Note that in this section, we merely provide intuitions that can guide a practical selection of argumentation semantics.
These intuitions are informed by more thorough overviews and principle-based analyses of abstract argumentation semantics,
as for example surveyed by Baroni et al. [4] (argumentation semantics overview) and Van der Torre and Vesic [28] (overview
of argumentation principles).
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By definition, every extension that an admissibility-based or weak admissibility-based semantics
yields is conflict-free and hence entailed by a naive set. Any of the naive set-based semantics
whose definitions we provide in Section 2 infers the following three extensions from the example
framework AF: {a}, {b, d} and {c, d}. Naive set-based semantics start off with the naivety principle,
and then typically formalize further constraints that are related to the notions of SCC-recursiveness
(see Section 2) or range, i.e. ⊆-maximality of an extension in union with the arguments the extension
attacks. Among the four ‘reasonable’ naive set-based semantics (not considering naive semantics,
which does not impose any further constraints besides naivety), the two semantics that employ
the notion of range, i.e. stage and stage2 semantics, can be considered more skeptical than the
two semantics that are SCC-recursively defined, but do not use range (CF2 and SCF2 semantics):
consider AF′′ as introduced by Example 4. Also, Example 49 highlights that stage, stage2 and CF2
semantics may behave counter-intuitively when self-attacking arguments are present; hence, self-
attacking arguments should be avoided or ignored. Because of these well-known limitations (see
Example 4 and also Dvorak and Gaggl [20], as well as Cramer and Van der Torre [17]), there is most
likely no use-case that justifies the application of CF2 semantics; instead SCF2 semantics should
be applied, or—if SCF2 semantics is deemed too complex—a stage semantics variant that ignores
self-attacking arguments may be a reasonable and slightly more skeptical approximation.

In the context of our burden of persuasion framework, naive set-based semantics are arguably
the most interesting abstract argumentation family, due to their relatively credulous behavior. This
behavior can then be further constrained by the burden of persuasion model in a BPF. Still, in
many scenarios, a naive set-based semantics yields several extensions for a given BPF, and hence
is inconclusive. Then, we can use the notion of credulous and skeptical acceptance as an additional
assessment layer; in particular, we may ask the following questions:

• Given a set of arguments that includes burdened arguments (or, in the case of multiple levels of
burdens: arguments with a high level of burden), are these arguments entailed by the skeptical
extension we can infer?

• Given a set of arguments that are unburdened (or, in the case of multiple levels of burdens:
unburdened arguments or arguments with a low level of burden), are these arguments entailed
by at least one extension we can infer?

Let us claim that in the case of naive set-based semantics, the notions of credulous and skeptical
acceptance are more useful than the notion of undecided arguments in traditional labeling-based
approaches (see, e.g. Wu and Caminada [30]); all arguments that are not entailed by a naive-
based extension are in conflict with this extension and hence, it is counter-intuitive to consider
arguments that are not attacked by the extension—and consequently, are attackers of the extension—
as undecided.

5 BPFs and Argumentation Dynamics

From a formal theory perspective, our framework for modeling burdens of persuasion can be
considered a contribution to the research area of argumentation dynamics (see Doutre and Mailly
[18] for a survey). At first glance, this connection may not be obvious. To formally establish the
connection, let us first introduce the notion of strict (normal) expansions.

9In Example 4, consider AF∗ and, in the case of stage semantics, also AF′: the addition of a self-attacking ‘dummy’
argument leads to the credulous acceptance of its attacker, which one intuitively would want to reject, roughly speaking.
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278 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

DEFINITION 31 (Strict (Normal) Expansions and Strict Expansion Chains).
Let AF = (AR, AT) and AF′ = (AR′, AT ′) be argumentation frameworks.

• AF′ is a strict expansion of AF, denoted by AF �S AF′, iff AF � AF′ and (AR ⊂ AR′ or
AT ⊂ AT ′).

• AF′ is a strict normal expansion of AF, denoted by AF �S
N AF′, iff AF �N AF′ and AR ⊂ AR′.

An argumentation framework sequence 〈AF0, ..., AFn〉 is a Strict Expansion Chain (SEC) iff for
0 ≤ i < n it holds true that AFi �S

N AFi+1.

Let us show that we can map every BPF to exactly one SEC and every SEC to exactly one BPF.
For this, we first introduce two mapping functions. The first mapping function maps a BPF to a
SEC.10

DEFINITION 32 (BPF-to-SEC Mapping).
The BPF-to-SEC mapping is a function that takes a burden of persuasion framework AFBP =
(〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT) as its input and returns a SEC AFS, denoted by bs(AFBP), such that AFS =
〈AF′

0, ..., AF′
n〉 = 〈(AR′

0, AT ′
0), ..., (AR′

n, AT ′
n)〉 and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the following statement holds

true:

AR′
i = ARi and AT ′

i = AT ∩ (ARi × ARi).

The second mapping function maps a SEC to a BPF.

DEFINITION 33 (SEC-to-BPF-Mapping).
The SEC-to-BPF-mapping is a function that takes a SEC AFS = 〈AF′

0, ..., AF′
n〉 = 〈(AR′

0, AT ′
0), ...,

(AR′
n, AT ′

n)〉 as its input and returns a BPF AFBP, denoted by sb(AFS), such that AFBP =
(〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT), S0 = AR′

0, AT = AT ′
n, and for 0 < i ≤ n, the following statement holds true:

Si = AR′
i \ AR′

i−1.

Given the bs and sb functions, we can now introduce and prove a representation theorem.

THEOREM 1
For every BPF AFBP, it holds true that sb(bs(AFBP)) = AFBP and for every SEC AFS, it holds true
that bs(sb(AFS)) = AFS.

Let us provide an example to illustrate this result.

EXAMPLE 13
Consider the BPF AFBP = (〈{a}, {b}, {c}〉, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b)}). bs(AFBP) gives us the
SEC 〈AF0, AF1, AF2〉 = 〈({a}, {}), ({a, b}, {(a, b), (b, a)}), ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b)})〉.
Roughly speaking, given this sequence (and an argumentation semantics σ ), BP semantics applies an
abstract argumentation semantics and returns EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ (AF2), σ(AF0)), σ(AF0)∪

σ(AF1)).

Given these results, our burden of persuasion framework and argumentation semantics can be
considered an application of dynamic argumentation approaches to preference-based argumentation
(see the following section). Hence, we abstain—for the sake of conciseness—from a more elaborate

10Note that we use BPF short-hand notation (Definition 27) in this and the following definitions.
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discussion of our results in the context of argumentation dynamics and instead focus on a formal
comparison to preference-based argumentation approaches.

6 BPFs and Preference-based Argumentation

The formal framework we provide is fundamentally different from traditional approaches to
modeling preferences in formal argumentation, such as preference-based [1] and value-based
[13] argumentation (where value-based argumentation is a generalization of preference-based
argumentation11 ). While the sequence of sets of arguments in a BPF can be considered a total
preference order on non-intersecting sets of arguments, the way this order is interpreted by BP
semantics does not allow for the inference of sets of arguments that entail conflicts; the order
merely gives us a way to treat uncertainty (‘doubt’) that is inherent in the corresponding abstract
argumentation framework. In contrast, in preference-based argumentation, preferences may lead to
a disregard of conflicts. Colloquially speaking, we can summarize that value-based and preference-
based argumentation favor preferred arguments no matter what when drawing inferences in face of
contradictions, whereas our burden of persuasion approach merely favors preferred sets of arguments
if in doubt.

However, our burden of persuasion frameworks and semantics ref lect the idea of using preferences
on the set of arguments in an argumentation framework to ‘narrow down’ the extensions that an
abstract argumentation semantics returns. To enable a precise comparison, let us generalize our
approach so that it can be applied to any preference-based argumentation semantics.

DEFINITION 34 (BP Semantics for PAFs).
Let AFP = (AR′, AT ′, Pref ) be a preference-based argumentation framework and let σ be an
argumentation semantics. We define the burden of persuasion extensions of AFP, denoted by
σP,BP(AFP), as follows:

σP,BP(AFP) = {E|E ∈ σBP(AFBP), AFBP ∈ AFSBP},
where AFSBP is the set of all BPFs AFBP = (〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT) for which the following statement holds
true:

ARn = AR′, AT = AT ′ and ∀a, b ∈ AR′ it holds true that

(if a � b then a ∈ Si, b ∈ Sj, such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
If a is strictly preferred over b, a has a lower-level burden than b.

and

(if a � b and b � a then a, b ∈ Sk , such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
If a is preferred over b and vice versa, a and b have the same level of burden.

and

(for Si, Sj, such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n,

∃c, d ∈ AR′, such that c � d (in AFp) and c ∈ Si, d ∈ Sj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
We have a minimal number of burdens, given the first condition as a constraint.

11For the sake of conciseness, we do not formally cover value-based argumentation in this paper. However, considering
that value-based argumentation is applicable to legal reasoning [3], as well as the well-known close relation between value-
based and preference-based argumentation, we speculate that the results presented in this work are relevant for value-based
argumentation.
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280 Burden of persuasion in abstract argumentation

Intuitively, the BP semantics for preference-based argumentation frameworks considers, given a
PAF and its set of arguments, all burden of persuasion frameworks whose total preorder on the set
of arguments is a superset of (or equal to) the (partial or total) preorder on the set of arguments as
established by the PAF’s preference relation and that have a minimal number of levels of burdens.12

The example below illustrates how the generalization works.

EXAMPLE 14
Consider the PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a),
(a, c)}, {c � a}). Given AFP, we can construct the following BPFs:

1. AFBP = (〈{b, c}, {a}〉, AT);
2. AF′

BP = (〈{c}, {a, b}〉, AT).

Let us apply preferred semantics. σ
P,BP
pr (AFP) = σBP

pr (AFBP) ∪ σBP
pr (AF′

BP) = {{b, c}}.
Let us argue that the formal notion of a burden of persuasion framework is still useful, as it is

better aligned with our practical motivation, allows for a more concise notation of BPFs and covers
the dynamic nature of BP semantics more intuitively. In contrast, the generalization to preference-
based argumentation frameworks/semantics allows for a better comparison with related research. In
particular, it is crucial to highlight and motivate the differences to other approaches that allow for
the preference-based selection of extensions an argumentation semantics yields given an abstract
argumentation framework, as introduced by Kaci et al. [22], as well as by Amgoud and Vesic [2]
(see Definition 25). We can achieve this by introducing another example.

EXAMPLE 15
Let us consider the following legal reasoning scenario, in the context of infringement proceedings
in a patent dispute case. In the proceedings, different experts provide testimonies. Expert ec claims
that the method applied by the case’s defendant has already been released into the public domain in
a publication that predates the patent (argument c). Expert ed claims that the publication describes
a method that is substantially different with respect to its application domains (argument d; c and d
attack each other). Expert ea claims that the pattern does not cover the technology domain in question
and that hence, there is no conflict between the patent and the method that has been released into the
public domain (argument a, a attacks c). Expert eb claims the opposite (argument b, b attacks d and
a and b attack each other).

As the claimant has to establish the facts supporting that infringing acts have been executed by
the defendant, the burden of persuasion rests on the arguments b and d. We can model this scenario
by creating the PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) = ({a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (a, c), (b, a), (b, d), (c, d), (d, c)},
{a � b, a � c, a � d, b � d, c � a, c � b, c � d, d � b}) and preferred semantics (see Figure 10
for the argumentation graph). σpr((AR, AT)) = {{a, d}, {b, c}}. The different extension-selecting
approaches to preference-based argumentation yield the following extensions:

• σ
P,best
pr = σ

P,dem
pr = σ

P,el
pr = {{a, d}, {b, c}};

• σ
P,BP
pr = {{a, d}}.

12Let us note that the preference relation of a PAF is by definition transitive, which is important for this last requirement
of Definition 34.
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a

b d

c

FIGURE 10. Example: assuming (e.g.) preferred semantics and the preferences a � b, a � c, a � d,
b � d, c � a, c � b, c � d, d � b, one would intuitively expect that a successfully defeats b and
hence it also defeats c; consequently, the only possible inference (extension) we can draw from this
argumentation framework is {a, d}.

From the perspective of the burden of persuasion, we can say that intuitively, a is unburdened and
hence the burdened argument b is defeated by a; consequently, a can defeat the unburdened argument
c and hence defend d. In our scenario, the claim that an infringing act was executed by the defendant
cannot be established.

To allow for a precise, principle-based comparison, let us define extension-selecting preference-
based argumentation semantics to then introduce a principle for such semantics.

DEFINITION 35 (Extension-Selecting Preference-based Argumentation Semantics).
Let σ be an argumentation semantics. An extension-selecting preference-based argumentation
semantics is a function σP that takes a PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) and returns ES ⊆ σ((AR, AT)).

Now, we can define the preference directionality principle for extension-selecting preference-
based argumentation semantics that ref lects the behaviors illustrated by Example 15.

DEFINITION 36 (Preference Directionality).
An extension-selecting preference-based argumentation semantics σP satisfies the preference
directionality principle iff the following statement holds true for every universally defined (abstract)
argumentation semantics σ , for every PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ), ∀E, E′ ∈ σ((AR, AT)):

if ∀E′′ ∈ σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗), E′′ ∩ E ⊃ E′′ ∩ E′ holds true

then E ∈ σP(AFP) and E′ �∈ σP(AFP),

where ⊆ AR∗ = {c|c ∈ AR, ∀d ∈ AR, c � d (in AFP) }.
Intuitively, the principle stipulates that given a PAF, an extension-selecting preference-based

argumentation semantics must infer only extensions that contain a maximal subset of the arguments
(w.r.t. other extensions that could potentially be selected) that the semantics may infer from the
restriction of the abstract argumentation framework to all most preferred arguments. It is worth
highlighting that the principle can potentially be tightened to better deal with partial preference
preorders: consider e.g. the PAF in the previous example but assume that no preferences between
a and c, as well as d and c, have been established; then, the intuition that a should successfully
defeat b still applies, but is no longer enforced by the principle, as a is no longer most preferred.
Defining a tighter principle can be considered relevant future research; here, we abstain from it
for the sake of conciseness, because the principle above is sufficient as a motivator of burden-
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of-persuasion semantics for preference-based argumentation, distinguishing these semantics from
previously established approaches.

Note that the principle must be satisfied given any universally defined argumentation semantics σ

that an extension-selecting preference-based argumentation semantics may apply. We can show that
the burden of persuasion semantics for PAFs satisfies the preference directionality principle.

THEOREM 2
The extension-selecting semantics for PAFs σP,BP satisfies the preference directionality principle.

In contrast, we can show that the extension-selecting preference-based argumentation semantics
σP,best, σP,dem and σP,el that are based on the works of Kaci et al. [22] and of Amgoud and Vesic
[2], respectively, do not satisfy the preference directionality principle.

PROPOSITION 3
The extension-selecting semantics for PAFs σP,best, σP,dem and σP,el do not satisfy the preference
directionality principle.

7 Burden of Persuasion Frameworks in the Context of Related Legal Reason-
ing Approaches
From a legal perspective, let us note that the burden of persuasion is related to, but different from, the
standard of persuasion [21], which, from a formal argumentation perspective, relates more directly
to the strength that is required for the defeat of an argument by one or several attackers. While the
exact meaning of the standard of persuasion and its relation to the burden of persuasion depends on
the exact jurisdiction and the legal application domain, we argue that from a formal argumentation
perspective the distinction between the burden of persuasion as a tool for managing extension-
selection and the standard of persuasion as a tool for managing argument strength is pragmatic
and useful, given related existing work on the burden of persuasion in formal argumentation [15].
Modeling standards of persuasion in formal argumentation considering the large body of research
on argumentation strength (see, e.g. Beirlaen et al. [11]) is certainly interesting future work—and
can e.g. take the legal reasoning perspective of argumentation-based standards of proofs as provided
by Calegari and Sartor [16] as a point of departure—but is not within the scope of this paper.

Considering previous research on formal models of burdens of persuasion, our work can be
considered a continuation of recent research that introduces the burden of persuasion to structured
argumentation [14]. This model of the burden of persuasion is based on grounded semantics and can
be described—from an abstract argumentation perspective—as follows.

1. Given an abstract argumentation framework AF = (AR, AT), we place the burden of persuasion
on the arguments in a set S ⊆ AR.

2. We say that a labeling of AF and S is a total function LS : AR → {IN , OUT , UND} and
for a ∈ AR, X ∈ {IN , OUT , UND} we say that ‘a is (labeled) X ’ iff LS(a) = X and define
XS(AF) := {a|LS(a) = X }.

3. We say that a labeling of AF and S is a Burden of Persuasion Labeling (BPL) iff ∀a ∈ AR the
following holds true:

a is IN iff ∀b ∈ {a}− it holds that b is OUT ;
a is OUT iff i) a ∈ S and ∃b ∈ {a}− such that (b is IN or b is UND) or ii) a �∈ S and

∃b ∈ {a}− such that b is IN ;
a is U N D, otherwise.
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a b c

(a) AF.

a

b

c d e

(b) AF .

FIGURE 11. Examples: comparison to Calegari et al.’s approach.

4. A BPL is a grounded BPL if UNDS(AF) is ⊆-maximal.

Below, we consider the grounded BPL.
The approach is fundamentally different from the one introduced in our paper. Below we provide

two examples, highlighting nuanced differences. Then, we demonstrate fundamental shortcomings
of the approach by Calegari et al. regarding the handling of odd cycles.

Self-attacking arguments. Take the argumentation framework AF =
(AR, AT) = ({a, b, c, }, {(a, a), (a, b), (b, c)}) with the burden of persuasion placed on {b}.
Considering the approach by Calegari et al., we have: (i) a is UND: allowing a to be IN would
mean that an argument that is IN attacks a; (ii) because b carries the burden of persuasion
and is attacked by the undecided and unburdened argument a, it is OUT ; (iii) hence, c is
IN . This is problematic, because a as a self-attacking argument should arguably not defeat b,
even if the burden of persuasion lies on b. In contrast, when using our approach we have the
following BPF: AFBP = (〈{a, c}, {b}〉, AT). σBP

SCF2(AFBP) = {{b}}; i.e. we infer {b} because
the burden of persuasion is not strong enough to allow for the defeat of b by a self-attacking
argument. Intuitively, we argue that a self-attacking argument is nonsensical and hence should
never defeat another argument, even if this argument is burdened.

Consistent defeat from inconsistent arguments. Consider the abstract argumentation
framework AF′ = (AR′, AT ′) = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b), (b, a),
(a, c), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e)}). What we have in this framework is a phenomenon that we can
colloquially describe as consistent defeat from inconsistent arguments. We place the burden
of persuasion on argument {d}. Let us apply the approach by Calegari et al.: a and b attack
each other and are hence UND, but both arguments consistently attack c. Still, because c is
unburdened, it is UND as well; hence, the burdened argument d is out and the unburdened
argument e is IN . However, we may claim that we should conclude that c is OUT , because
it is attacked by both a and b, and that consequently, d is IN and e is OUT . Let us highlight
the difference to the previous example. There, we maintain it should be impossible to infer
a because a is inconsistent with itself. However, in this example, we maintain it should
be impossible to infer ‘not d’, because we have to infer ‘either a or b’, which implies
the defeat of c. Our approach supports this intuition: AF′

BP = (〈{a, b, c, d}, {e}〉, AT ′) and
σBP

SCF2(AF′
BP) = {{a, d}, {b, d}}.

One could, of course, argue that in some scenarios, contradicting statements that attack each
other—and are hence inconsistent—but consistently attack a burdened argument are not sufficient
for rejecting the latter argument. Let us informally claim that given the semantics we introduce
in the Preliminaries section, our burden of persuasion approach does not support this behavior.
However, this behavior can be achieved using an SCC-recursively defined semantics that uses
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grounded semantics on SCC-level; i.e. achieving such behavior is not a limitation of our approach to
drawing inferences from argumentation frameworks with burdened arguments, but rather a limitation
of the abstract argumentation semantics on which we rely in this paper. In contrast, the approach by
Calegari et al. has a limitation with respect to its generalizability to argumentation frameworks with
odd cycles,13 on which we elaborate below. For the sake of conciseness, we abstain from a rigid
formalization of a potential generalization and merely use a semi-formal example. Consider the
argumentation framework AF = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)}) (a simple three-cycle of arguments
with uni-directional attacks) and assume the burden of persuasion is placed on two of the arguments,
let us say on a and b. Now, c is unburdened and hence can only be OUT if b is IN (see Point 3, OUT ,
(ii) in our description of the approach by Calegari et al.); this is not possible because if b is IN then a
must be OUT and hence c must be UND or IN (see Point 3, OUT , (i) above). Assuming c is UND or
IN means that a must be OUT . But from this it follows that b must be IN (see Point 3, IN) and hence
c must be OUT , which contradicts that c is UND or IN . Thus, we can conclude that the definition
provided by Calegari et al. leads to a contradiction, i.e. this case cannot be handled properly.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a formal framework for modeling the burden of persuasion in
abstract argumentation, which is accompanied by an open source software implementation. The
framework supports arbitrary many levels of burden, can be combined with any universally defined
argumentation semantics and addresses some open issues that previous works have identified in
models of burdens of persuasion for structured argumentation. By abstracting from structured
argumentation specifics, the framework can be applied to a range of formal argumentation variants
and can be generalized to form an extension-selecting approach to preference-based argumentation.
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Appendix - Proofs

PROPOSITION 1
Let σ be an argumentation semantics. If σ is universally defined then σBP is universally defined.

PROOF. Let AFBP = (ARS, AT) be a BPF and ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉. If n = 0, by definition of σBP

(Definition 30) it holds true that σBP(AFBP) = σ(AF0). Hence, the proposition holds true for n = 0.
For n > 0, we provide a proof by induction on n.

Base case: n = 1. By definition of σBP, it holds true that σBP(AFBP) = EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ (AF1), σ(AF0)).

Because σ is universally defined, by definition of EXTS⊆−max
po−mon (Definition 29), it holds true that

|EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ (AF1), σ(AF0))| ≥ 1. Hence, the proposition holds true for the base case.

Inductive case: n = k + 1. By definition of σBP, it holds true that σBP(AFBP) =
EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(σ (AFBP−1), σ(AF0) ∪ ... ∪ σ(AFk+1)). Because σ is universally defined it holds true

that |σ(AF0) ∪ ... ∪ σ(AFk+1)| ≥ 1 and from the base case and from the definition of EXTS⊆−max
po−mon

it follows that |σ(AFBP−1)| ≥ 1. Hence, σBP(AFBP) is universally defined for n = k + 1 and the
proof follows from the inductive case. �

PROPOSITION 2
Let σ be an argumentation semantics. If σ is universally uniquely defined then σBP is universally
uniquely defined.

PROOF. Let AFBP = (ARS, AT) be a BPF and ARS = 〈S0, ..., Sn〉. If n = 0, by definition of σBP

(Definition 30) it holds true that σBP(AFBP) = σ(AF0). Hence, the proposition holds true for n = 0.
For n > 0, we provide a proof by induction on n.
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Base case: n = 1. By definition of σBP, it holds true that σBP(AFBP) = EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ (AF1), σ(AF0)).

Because σ is universally uniquely defined, by definition of EXTS⊆−max
po−mon (Definition 29), it holds

true that |EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ (AF1), σ(AF0))| = 1. Hence, the proposition holds true for the base case.

Inductive case: n = k + 1. By definition of σBP, it holds true that σBP(AFBP) =
EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(σ (AFBP−1), σ(AF0) ∪ ... ∪ σ(AFk+1)). Because σ is universally uniquely defined
it holds true that |σ(AF0) ∪ ... ∪ σ(AFk+1)| ≥ 1 and from the base case and from the definition of
EXTS⊆−max

po−mon it follows that |σ(AFBP−1)| = 1. Hence, σBP(AFBP) is universally uniquely defined
for n = k + 1 and the proof follows from the inductive case. �
THEOREM 1
For every BPF AFBP, it holds true that sb(bs(AFBP)) = AFBP and for every SEC AFS, it holds true
that bs(sb(AFS)) = AFS.

PROOF. We can split the proof into two cases:

Case 1: the proof that for every BPF AFBP, sb(bs(AFBP)) = AFBP holds true. Let AFBP =
(〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT) be a BPF. By definition of sb (Definition 32), it holds true that
sb(AFBP) = AFS, where AFS is a SEC 〈AF′

0, ..., AF′
n〉 = 〈(AR′

0, AT ′
0), ..., (AR′

n, AT ′
n)〉,

such that for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the following statement holds true:

AR′
i = ARi and AT ′

i = AT ∩ (ARi × ARi).

Because by definition of bs (Definition 33), it holds true that bs(AFS) = AF′
BP =

〈S′
0, ..., S′

n〉, AT ′), such that S′
0 = AR′

0, AT ′ = ATn, and for 0 < i ≤ n, S′
i = ARi \ ARi−1

holds true, it follows that sb(bs(AFBP)) = AFBP holds true, which proves the proposition
for this case.

Case 2: the proof that for every SEC AFS, bs(sb(AFS)) = AFS holds true.
Case 2: Let AFS = 〈AF′

0, ..., AF′
n〉 = 〈(AR′

0, AT ′
0), ..., (AR′

n, AT ′
n)〉 be a SEC. By definition of

bs (Definition 33), it holds true that bs(AFS) = AFBP, where AFBP is a BPF, such that
AFBP = (〈S0, ..., Sn〉, AT), S0 = AR0, AT = ATn, and for 0 < i ≤ n, Si = ARi \ ARi−1
holds true. Because by definition of sb (Definition 32), it holds true that sb(AFBP) = AFS′,
where AFS′ is a SEC 〈AF′′

0 , ..., AF′′
n 〉 = 〈(AR′′

0, AT ′′
0 ), ..., (AR′′

n , AT ′′
n )〉, such that for 0 ≤ i ≤

n, AR′′
i = ARi and AT ′′

i = AT ∩ (ARi × ARi) hold true, bs(sb(AFS)) = AFS holds true,
which proves the proposition. �

THEOREM 2
The extension-selecting semantics for PAFs σP,BP satisfies the preference directionality principle.

PROOF. We provide a proof by contradiction.

1. Let σ be a universally defined argumentation semantics. By definition of the preference
directionality principle (Definition 36), preference directionality is violated by σP,BP iff
the following statement—which we assume for the contradiction—holds true for a PAF
AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ):

∃E, E′ ∈ σ((AR, AT)), such that

∀E′′ ∈ σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗), E′′ ∩ E ⊃ E′′ ∩ E′ holds true

and (E �∈ σP,BP(AFP) or E′ ∈ σP,BP(AFP)),

where AR∗ = {c|c ∈ AR, ∀d ∈ AR, c � d (in AFP) }.
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2. It follows from 1. that given AR∗ = {c|c ∈ AR, ∀d ∈ AR, c � d}, it holds true that
∃E, E′ ∈ σ((AR, AT)), such that E �∈ EXTS⊆−max

po−mon(σ ((AR, AT)), σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗)) or

E′ ∈ EXTS⊆−max
po−mon(σ ((AR, AT)), σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗)) (consider the definitions of a burden

of persuasion semantics, as well as of a burden of persuasion semantics for preference-
based argumentation frameworks, i.e. Definitions 30 and 34), although it holds true that
∀E′′ ∈ σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗)E′′ ∩ E ⊃ E′′ ∩ E′.

3. The statement in 2. is impossible considering the definition of Pareto-optimal ⊆-maximal
monotonic extensions (Definition 29), which establishes the contradiction and hence proves
the proposition. �

PROPOSITION 3
The extension-selecting semantics for PAFs σP,best, σP,dem and σP,el do not satisfy the preference
directionality principle.

PROOF. We provide a proof by counter-example. Consider the PAF AFP = (AR, AT , Pref ) =
({a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (a, c), (b, a), (b, d), (c, d), (d, c)}, {a � b, a � c, a � d, b � d, c � a, c � b,
c � d, d � b}) (see Example 15), preferred semantics σpr, and σ

P,x
pr , where x ∈ {best, dem, el}.

Note that σpr is universally defined [8]. σ
P,x
pr = {{a, d}, {b, c}}. It follows that given AR∗ = {c′|c′ ∈

AR, ∀d′ ∈ AR, c′ � d′ (in AFP)} = {a, c} and σpr((AR, AT) ↓AR∗) = {{a}}, for {a, d}, {b, c} ∈
σpr((AR, AT)), the following statement holds true:

∀E′′ ∈ σ((AR, AT) ↓AR∗), E′′ ∩ {a, d} ⊃ E′′ ∩ {b, c}
and E ∈ σP,x

pr (AFP) and E′ ∈ σP,x
pr (AFP).

Consequently, by definition (Definition 36), the preference directionality principle is violated. This
proves the proposition. �
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